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“DMG Mori Seiki University” Integrated Into  
“DMG MORI ACADEMY”     

DMG MORI SEIKI CO., LTD. (hereafter DMG MORI SEIKI) and DMG MORI SEIKI AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT 

(hereafter DMG MORI SEIKI AG) will change the names of their training facilities to DMG MORI ACADEMY  

as part of the unification of their company names on November 1. 

The DMG MORI ACADEMY currently has bases in Japan, Germany, the USA, China, Singapore, Thailand and 

Russia and runs training covering the entire field of machining with a total of around 50 instructors along with the 

latest machine tools, measuring systems, auxiliary devices and CAD/CAM systems. It handles the training and 

various educational activities for about 11,000 members of staff across the DMG MORI SEIKI GROUP. 

The DMG MORI ACADEMY has also developed an online education system named EOD, Education On 

Demand, that allows users to efficiently acquire knowledge not just about how to operate machines, but about 

machine installation, programming and preventive maintenance too, and makes training specific to individual 

industrial fields and a competency-based learning environment available anywhere and at any time. 

To foster competent personnel who can play an active role globally with a wealth of knowledge and a high level 

of skills, the DMG MORI ACADEMY is developing a system of meticulous support right from the basics to 

practical machining while keeping pace with the changing times, and will continue making this system more 

comprehensive. 

 

(1) Courses for Customers 

Master Course 

(Covers basic operation to practical machining) 

Advanced Course 

(Covers advanced skills to state-of-the-art machining techniques) 

Maintenance School 

(2) Personnel Training 

- Skills training  - Manufacturing training  - Service training  - Sales training  - Supplier training   

- National Trade Skill Test  - EOD 
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